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Ventilation with Heat Recovery
The Meltem M-WRG-S heat recovery ventilation unit is an investment in an efficient energy saving measure that will also enhance
ambient comfort and well-being in your home. It supports a
healthy indoor climate for you and your family – all while protecting the environment.
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Moisture Protection
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• Protection against moisture damage
• Prevention of mold growth
• Protection of the building structure
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			Noise Protection
Ventilation without external noise
• High sound insulation
• Virtually noiseless operation
(therefore suited for bedrooms)
			

Well-Being

• Healthy indoor environment thanks to clean,
preheated fresh air
• Prevents allergies caused by pollen and dust
• No unpleasant drafts
			

Energy

• Saves heating costs and reduces
CO2 - emissions
• Very low operational costs
• Low-energy house can be realised cost-efficiently
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M-WRG-S heat recovery
ventilator
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Stainless-steel hoods
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M-WRG-HBE wall-mounted control

Versatile

Individually

Meltem’s M-WRG-S ventilation units feature a modern but unobtrusive design, and they are easy to use in many areas. From single
room domestic applications to network controlled solutions for large
buildings they provide high performance with a variety of operating
modes:

The Meltem M-WRG-S heat recovery ventilation units meet your
individual requirements, whether you are building a new home
or remodeling an existing one. They are quick and easy to install,
maintenance-free (except for changing filters), cost- and energyefficient. Our premium products meet the highest technical
standards – they comply with the most stringent German building regulations and are all certified and approved.

with Individual Devices
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Excellent heat recovery
Minimal power consumption (from 3.8 W)
High air flow rate up to 100 m3/h
2 filters with large effective surface
Filter replacement indicator
Automatic freeze-up prevention
Fully automatic damper control
Versatile operating modes

for Your Needs

The M-WRG-S units will operate most efficiently when regulating
air humidity and air quality (CO2) based on demand. The wallmounted control or the M-WRG-S units can be equipped with
optional humidity- and CO2 - sensors. Via the controls the user
selects the individually desired humidity or CO2 levels. Based on
sensor measurements and user settings the optimal air flow and
fan speed is automatically calculated. This way the ventilation
units will run only when required.

intelligent

Ventilation Saves Energy
Average heat losses in %

Get a healthy
indoor climate!
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Home Ventilation with
Heat Recovery
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Saving energy is a general concern of every home owner: large
amounts of money are invested into insulating roofs, walls, and
windows and sealing of air leaks. But air tight buildings without
adequate ventilation trap moisture and pollutants so they feel
„stuffy“, aggravate allergies and cause general discomfort for you
and your family. Moisture damage to windows and other parts of
the building as well as mold growth can result when humidity is
too high. To maintain a healthy environment an efficient ventilation is indispensable. The currently most widely used method,
airing out the house, is completely insufficient, at least when it
comes to saving energy – more than 50% of thermal energy is lost
when opening the windows. What sense does it make in letting
the energy saved through an expensive insulation ‚out the window’ again?
The M-WRG-S home ventilation system will recover most of this
energy, while consuming only a minimum amount of power.
For every kilowatt hour of power used, the M-WRG system will
recover 22 kilowatt hours of thermal energy from the exhaust air!
Additionally, the fresh air will create a healthier climate for a better
quality of living in your own home. M-WRG is the intelligent choice
for energy and environmentally conscious home owners.

Meltem is a leading European manufacturer of decentralised heat
recovery ventilation systems. Our innovative solutions provide fresh,
tempered and clean air and increase your well-being – versatile usable
for single-family and multi-family homes, for condominiums as well
as for commercial buildings, hospitals, schools and many more.
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